2002 saturn s series sc1

Saturn's small cars have enjoyed quite a following over the years, proving both fun to drive and
reliable. And Saturn dealers have almost single-handedly sparked a retail revolution that
emphasizes the ownership experience over sales commissions. Unfortunately, we want more
from Saturn, such as more comfortable seats and better-quality switchgear and interior trim.
Saturn's biggest innovation as of late is an optional head-curtain airbag, which is available on
all models. Deployed from the side roof rail, the head curtain unfolds as it inflates, creating a
broad cushion to help prevent head and neck injuries in the event of a serious side impact.
While head curtains have been incorporated into numerous high-dollar luxury sedans, Saturn
was the first car company to offer this technology on economy-class cars. Although the
S-Series has never been fully redesigned since its debut in , the various models have
undergone slight revisions to keep their looks fresh. As always, all models feature dent- and
rust-resistant polymer exterior panels that not only eliminate corrosion, but provide dent
resistance to the ever-present runaway shopping cart. Inside, the small Saturns have a
one-piece instrument panel cover, ostensibly to eliminate miscolored plastic pieces and
ill-fitting seams, but we still find fault with interior fit and finish. The seating position is low to
the floor, while the seats themselves feel too flimsy for long-haul comfort. Two engine choices
are on the S-Series roster, a horsepower 1. Allow us to suggest the twin-cam engine mated to
the manual for less-pedestrian performance; they're a must if you plan on spirited driving. Rear
drum brakes are standard on all models, with no option for four-wheel disc brakes. Coupes
come as the basic SC1 or sportier SC2. Although SC coupes received more standard equipment
last year, be aware that the equipment list is short on all base versions, and many features are
not packaged well enough to sell you on the midrange models. That means you may be forced
into pricey high-end versions to get the kind of equipment you really want, which puts the price
near or beyond such formidable opposition as the Nissan Sentra and the Ford Focus.
Packaging aside, if you're tired of the haggling quagmire and you're pretty much set on the car
and options you want, Saturn's excellent dealer network, money-back guarantee, customer-first
philosophy and reputation for reliability are attractive selling points. But we'd recommend that
you shop around -- many econoboxes of yore have been vastly improved so as not to deserve
such an ignominious title. Popular searches. My notifications My Account. More about the
S-Series. View Photos. Poor seating position and comfort, flimsy interior materials,
questionable build quality. Few cars on the market go 11 years without a major redesign -- the
S-Series shows us why. Vehicle overview. New aluminum inch wheels and four new exterior
colors are the only notable changes for Read more. Sign Up. More importantly, marked the last
year of production for the S-Series. Saturn scaled back on the features by taking out power
windows in the sedans, along with the leather seats and traction control in the coupes. In
addition, Saturn made some cosmetic changes, including a few new colors and floor mats in the
SL2 and SC2. Otherwise, everything remained pretty much the same for the S-Series. Gas
mileage typically goes from 27 mpg in the city to 38 mpg on the highway. Coupes seat 4 and
give you Drivers would have liked to see more interior room, less road noise, and more options.
Industry experts agreed that the Saturn S-Series took a step back by actually giving consumers
less for their money. In any event, this compact model lasted for over a decade and gave its
fans a satisfactory and affordable vehicle. Saturn would replace the S-Series with the Ion in
Consumers could only hope that the new model would address the lingering issues left behind
by its predecessor. SkippyThorson Taking out power windows on the sedan? I have owned two
blue 02 SL1s with power windows. Common option. Switch from low beams to high beams the
low beams go out. My car shacking bad while in park,changed sparkplugs wires ,and coil pack
still shaking ,now draining Battery, I thought its firing order. I have only had it for about a year
and already did a repair on the transmission because the first time it broke the pin that kept the
diff spider gears inline broke and caused the transmission bell I have a Saturn Average user
score. Based on 37 reviews. I Love My Sc2 Coupe. Updated May 20, by Anonymous. What's
your take on the Saturn S-Series? Report SkippyThorson Taking out power windows on the
sedan? Have you driven a Saturn S-Series? Rank This Car. Cars compared to Saturn S-Series.
Have questions? Ask a question. Browse questions. Favorite Favorite. Saturn S-Series Experts.
Know more, shop wisely Search. Related Models For Sale. Other Years. Used Cars for Sale.
Select Year Popular searches. My notifications My Account. View Photos. Year Select Year
Exceptional mechanical, exterior and interior condition with no visible wear; no reconditioning
required. Minimal wear and tear with no major mechanical or cosmetic problems; may require
limited reconditioning. Normal wear and tear. Has the vehicle ever been in an accident? Does
the vehicle have any flood damage? Are there any mechanical issues or warning lights
displayed on the dashboard? Are there any panels in need of paint or body work? Yes, 1. Yes, 2.
Yes, 3 or more. Are any interior parts broken or inoperable? Do any tires need to be replaced?
Yes, 1 or 2. Yes, 3 or 4. How many keys do you have? Does the vehicle have any aftermarket

modifications? Are there any other issues with the vehicle? Get the Edmunds Appraisal, so you
know what it's worth Get an instant, no obligation offer from CarMax to see how it compares No
contact info needed, no annoying calls. Enter VIN. Generate My Offer. Don't have your VIN?
License Plate. State Select State. Don't have your license plate? Estimated values for the Saturn
S-Series. SL2 4dr Sedan 1. See more. Did you know? The term "Blue Book Value" might refer to
the Kelley Blue Book value, but is often used as a generic expression for a given vehicle's
market value. You can find the market value of your Saturn S-Series on Edmunds. You'll need to
know some basic facts about your vehicle, such as the mileage, condition, option packages and
trim level. If the vehicle is in worse shape, you'll want to deduct a couple thousand dollars for
each of the lower two condition levels. Learn more. A number of factors will affect how much a
Saturn S-Series is worth. For starters, you'll need information such as the year, mileage,
condition level, options and trim level. If you need a more accurate number, head to Edmunds,
input your vehicle's details and you'll get an accurate appraisal. The value of a Saturn S-Series,
or any vehicle, is determined by its age, mileage, condition, trim level and installed options.
Head to Edmunds for a more detailed appraisal, where you can see its estimated dealer retail
value along with the values for other condition levels. There is no one perfect vehicle for
everyone, so it is difficult to make a broad assessment of the Saturn S-Series. We recommend
you read Edmunds expert reviews and consumer reviews to make that buying decision for
yourself. When in doubt, ask to test-drive the Saturn S-Series and see how it feels. Get a free
appraisal here. To understand if the Saturn S-Series is a good vehicle for you, check out
Edmunds' expert and consumer reviews and ratings. To see if it's priced right, check out
Edmunds' free appraisal calculator. Sponsored cars related to the S-Series. Sign Up. A majority
of all used US imports have either been in accidents, been stolen, been flooded, salvaged and
rebuilt and shipped to Europe or are subject to open recalls. For 30 years, CARFAX has been
collecting data on US vehicles from thousands of sources and has helped millions of used car
shoppers reduce their risk of getting stuck with a vehicle that has costly hidden problems. For
more than 30 years, CARFAX has been helping millions of used car shoppers make better
purchase decisions and avoid expensive hidden problems. In addition, CARFAX has helped
used car dealers around the world to build trust with their customers and sell their American
cars with confidence. With more than 14 billion records, CARFAX has built up its database with
the help of its partners and sources, including government offices, law enforcement agencies,
service and repair shops, car dealerships, insurance companies and many more. In addition to
publicly available information, CARFAX has collected information from many independent
reliable sources. Thanks for the service, the price was absolutely worth. Immediately to the
Internet, paid with credit card and in 10 minutes I had the report. Vehicle imported from
California to Lithuania. For some weeks "Babs" is now with us and we have a lot of fun with the
car. Buying Used American Cars? Search by VIN. Instant Access. We offer you unique vehicle
history to help you make better purchase decisions. Trusted by millions of users. Worldwide
market leader. The most popular blog articles How to detect mileage rollback? Mileage rollback
is one of the most occurring types of fraud in the selling process of used cars. However, there
are ways to detect mileage fraud. Even though odometer fraud is difficult to detect for the
untrained eye, it is not an impossible task. Import a car from the USA. There are a few
advantages to buying a American used car. Check the Service History of a Car. How important
is the service history of a car? CARFAX takes a look at these questions and explains the
importance of the service history of a car, as well as where you can find the complete history of
service records. Make a VIN Search. No photos of the actual Windshield Wiper Transmission are
available. A Stock photo has been used as a general representation. This is NOT a manufacturer
part number, and can be disregarded. You will only receive what is pictured unless otherwise
stated in the description. Please do not assume anything else will be included if it is not
pictured. All of the parts we sell are guaranteed to be in good working condition unless
otherwise noted. We ONLY guarantee the part s will fit the vehicle s listed in the description. If
your vehicle was not originally equipped with the EXACT part s listed, it is your responsibility to
consult a dealer to see if it will fit your application. Additional items may be needed if this is an
upgrade or custom installation. Please consult your local dealer for ALL other applications. We
do our best to prevent these issues from happening and apologize for any inconvenience it may
cause. Boxes - Check the ebay 'Shipping and Payments' tab for more info. PayPal Only Credit
Cards can be used through PayPal NO credit cards, cash, or any form of checks will be
accepted for example: certified, personal, or company checks. Tax - U. Residents Applicable
sales tax will be collected for all orders where it is required by law. Tax - Canada Residents Part
must be located in Canada Sales tax will be charged when parts are sold to customers in
Canada. Please check rates below. Due to heavy sales volume and limited staff, we are only able
to respond to questions related to orders. Unfortunately, we do not have the resources to

respond to fitment or other general questions. Please read our listings to hopefully find the
answers you are looking for. We hope you and your family are safe and healthy. Vehicle Engine
Size:. Suggested vehicles Specification comparison Related news. The launch of this car line in
marked the beginning of a revolution in the way vehicles are designed, built, sold and serviced.
Enhanced by a variety of updates and improvements over the years, the S-Series has remained
a consistent leader in value, safety and customer satisfaction. For , this tradition continues as
the S-Series delivers a combination of attractive styling, dependable performance and
innovative features â€” many that customers expect on much higher-priced models, such as
optional head-curtain air bags. Dent-resistant polymer panels The S-Series models retain the
dent-resistant polymer body panels that help keep Saturns looking new, longer, by helping to
prevent parking-lot dings and rust. The revolutionary driver's side third door â€” a standard
feature on all coupes â€” provides increased accessibility to the rear seat without detracting
from the coupe's sporty lines. This unique added convenience makes it easier to load or unload
cargo, to install a child seat, or for a passenger to enter or exit. For , a new optional inch
aluminum wheel enhances the exterior styling of the uplevel SC2, while the SL2 receives a new
wheel cover. Safety features. Saturn's commitment to safety is reflected by the availability of
head curtain air bags, designed to reduce the severity of head and neck injuries in side impact
collisions, in addition to frontal air bags. Available as an option on all S-Series vehicles, the
head-curtain air bag system is stored along the vehicle's body side upper roof rail behind the
headliner and garnish trim. Based on feedback from electronic sensors located along the sides
of the vehicle, the air bag drops from the roof rail and unfolds as it inflates, providing a cushion
to help protect the head and neck region. Saturn is introducing a set of retailer-installed
accessories for consumers interested in customizing and personalizing an S-Series coupe. The
vehicle appearance and performance-enhancing accessories are expected to be available late
summer of Saturn is responding to the growing number of young car buyers who want to
modify their vehicles to suit their individual tastes. Built on the Z-body platform and developed
entirely in-house as Saturn, the S-series was sold from the fall of through the end of the model
year. Part of a family of compact cars from the Saturn automobile company the S-series
featured a spaceframe design that was also seen on various Pontiacs and means that the side
panels Saturn Sky Concept. Saturn: Similar Automakers Saturn Models. Engine Specs.
Dimension Specs. Since its launch in , Mitsubishi Motors has sold 1. All New Nissan Micra: The
Revolution Has Begun Fifth-generation supermini on sale now, at the heart of the B-hatchback
segment Dynamic hatchback proportions, with expressive and athletic exterior design and
strong character lines Uplifting interior with high-quality materials, class-leading dr All rights
reserved. The material may not be published, broadcast, rewritten, or redistributed. Vehicle
information, history, And specifications from concept to production. Heads up! Highlighted
items are for OEM wheels, the rest are replacement options. Found a bug? Have a question
about Saturn S-Series wheel specs? Share your knowledge! Wheel- Size. Wheel fitment and tire
size guide and knowledge base Last Update: Feb. Search Form for vehicle model, tire size or
rims Choose a tab below to get fitment data for your veh
ademco vista 20p wiring diagram
2004 toyota camry stereo
81 suzuki gs450
icle or to find vehicles matching your criteria. By vehicle what wheels will fit your car By tire
size what vehicles use this tire size By rim size what vehicles use this rim size Add Wheel Size
Widget to your website New! Search by car make, year and model. Make Year Model. Wheel Size
Widget for your website! III [ Saturn S-Series 1. It is measured in millimeters. Some factory
wheels have a center bore that matches exactly with the hub to reduce vibration by keeping the
wheel centered. Rim width in x rim diameter in J is mounting flange type. ET35 is positive offset
of 35mm. It is vital not to deviate too far from the offset of the wheel originally fitted to the
vehicle. PCD is measured in mm. See Alloy Wheel fitment information for Saturn S-Series for
other model years: Try our Wheel Calculator Help us with our new project TiresVote. Submit tire
review. Your email was successfully sent. Notify about the error in selected text Add your data
and comments Send us the correct data Other.

